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ABSTRACT

To track bugs that appear in a software, developers often make use of a bug tracking system. Users can report bugs that they encounter in such a system. Bug reporting is inherently an uncoordinated distributed process though and thus when a user submits a new bug report, there might be cases when another bug report describing exactly the same problem is already present in the system. Such bug reports are duplicate of each other and these duplicate bug reports need to be identified. A number of past studies have proposed a number of automated approaches to detect duplicate bug reports. However, these approaches are not integrated to existing bug tracking systems. In this paper, we propose a tool named DupFinder, which implements the state-of-the-art unsupervised duplicate bug report approach by Runeson et al., as a Bugzilla extension. DupFinder does not require any training data and thus can easily be deployed to any project. DupFinder extracts texts from summary and description fields of a new bug report and recent bug reports present in a bug tracking system, uses vector space model to measure similarity of bug reports, and provides developers with a list of potential duplicate bug reports based on the similarity of these reports with the new bug report. We have released DupFinder as an open source tool in GitHub, which is available at: https://github.com/smagsmu/dupfinder.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: D.2.7 [Software]: Software Engineering – Distribution, Maintenance, and Enhancement

General Terms: Management; Reliability

Keywords: Bugzilla; Duplicate bug reports; Integrated tool support

1. INTRODUCTION

Bug tracking systems like Bugzilla are used by a large number of developers and organisations to track bugs related to their projects. Well-known projects contain a large number of bug reports as they have a big user base, who report issues they encounter while using the software. When a user logs a bug report, there might be cases when another bug report describing the same problem has already been reported earlier by other users. In such cases, this new bug report is a duplicate bug report. Usually, projects have bug triagers who check for duplicate bug reports. The number of bug reports reported daily however can be too large for triagers to handle. Anvik et al. quoted a Mozilla developer who commented that “Everyday, almost 300 bugs appear that need triaging. This is far too much for only the Mozilla programmers to handle”. This highlights the need for an automated tool support to help detect and prevent duplicate bug reports.

Researchers have proposed several techniques to address the issue of duplicate bug reports. These techniques can be categorized into two families: unsupervised and supervised. Runeson et al. propose an unsupervised technique that takes a new bug report and returns a ranked list of top-k most similar reports to help detect duplicate reports [8]. Being an unsupervised technique, Runeson et al.’s approach does not require any training data and thus can be used for any bug tracking systems even those with a small number of bug reports. There are also a number of supervised techniques proposed in the literature which require a set of training data (i.e., sets of bug reports that are known to be duplicate of one another). For example, Jalbert and Weimer propose a technique to automatically classify bug reports as duplicate or not using a classifier learned from a training data [2]. Also, Sun et al. propose a retrieval function which uses textual content from summary and description and non-textual fields such as product, component etc. to measure the similarity between bug reports [9]. Sun et al.’s approach eventually produces a ranked list of bug reports that are deemed to be most similar to a new bug report. It makes use of a training data to tune the weights of the various fields to achieve a higher accuracy.

Each of the above studies have been evaluated on a large number of bug reports and shown to be effective. However, since their implementations are only proof of concepts, the implementations are often minimal and have not been designed with actual deployment picture in mind. None of the implementations are actually integrated to an existing bug tracking system. Thus, practitioners cannot download and use these techniques to deal with the problem of duplicate bug reports that they encounter in their day-to-day development practice.

To address the above problem, we develop a tool DupFinder, which is implemented as a Bugzilla extension,
to search for duplicate bug reports. Our goal is not to design a new algorithm but rather to implement an existing technique into a tool integrated to a bug tracking system that can be used by practitioners to help them deal with duplicate bug report problem. Our tool is based on the unsupervised technique proposed by Runeson et al. [8]. It uses a vector space model to represent a bug report. It then compares the vector space model representation of a new bug report with existing bug reports to get a list of similar bug reports. As a user enters text in the summary or description fields of a new bug report, our tool calculates similarity between the entered text and existing bug reports and returns the top bug reports that are most similar to the text.

The structure of the remainder of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we briefly describe Bugzilla and vector space model. In Section 3, we describe our tool DupFinder. Related work is presented in Section 4. Section 5 concludes and describes future work.

2. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we first briefly describe Bugzilla, a bug tracking system on which our tool is built upon. Next, we describe vector space model (VSM), the model which we use to calculate similarity between bug reports.

2.1 Bugzilla

Bugzilla\footnote{http://www.bugzilla.org/} is a web-based bug tracker. Users can report new bugs and developers can track the status of bugs that are reported. It is used by well-known organisations such as Mozilla and Apache and open-source projects such as Eclipse and LibreOffice.

A bug report in Bugzilla contains a number of fields such as bug id, product, component, assignee, summary, and description. Each of them carries a piece of information. In this work, we are interested in the following two textual fields: (1) summary, (2) description. Summary is a short synopsis of a bug, while description is a longer text that elaborates the bug.

2.2 Vector Space Model

To apply vector space model, a textual document is first pre-processed. The pre-processed text is then converted into a representation in the form of a vector of weights. The similarity of two documents can be computed by comparing their respective vectors.

**Text Preprocessing:** Text preprocessing is an important task in information retrieval. There are three common text preprocessing steps: tokenization, stop word removal, and stemming. At the end of these steps, each bug report is represented as a bag (i.e., multi-set) of words.

In the tokenization step, we remove special symbols, punctuation marks, and number literals from bug reports. In the stop word removal step, we remove the commonly occurring English words such as “I”, “you”, “we”, etc. from the bug reports as most of them carry little meaning. We use the stop word list from Lingua::StopWords module in Comprehensive Perl Archive Network (CPAN)\footnote{http://www.cpan.org/}. In the stemming step, we reduce all words to their root form. For example, we reduce “mapping”, “mapped”, and “maps” to “map”. To do this, we apply the well known Porter stemming algorithm and use Lingua::Stem module implementation from CPAN.

**Representation and Similarity** Vector Space Model represents a document as a vector of weights, where each weight corresponds to a word in the document. The weight of each word is usually computed using the product of its term frequency and its inverse document frequency, following the standard tf-idf weighting scheme [6]. The following is the tf-idf weight of word \( w \) in document \( d \) given a set of documents \( D \) (denoted as \( \text{tf-idf}(w, d, D) \)):

\[
\text{tf-idf}(w, d, D) = f(w, d) \times \log \frac{|D|}{|\{d_i | w \in d_i \land d_i \in D\}|}
\]

In the above equation, \( f(w, d) \) is the number of times word \( w \) occurs in document \( d \), and \( w \in d_i \) denotes that word \( w \) appears in document \( d_i \). Textual similarity between a document \( q \) and another document \( d \) is obtained by computing the cosine similarity of the two vectors representing \( q \) and \( d \) [6].

3. DUPFINDER

In this section, we describe the architecture of DupFinder, the algorithm that we use to return potential duplicate bug reports, some implementation details, and a usage scenario on how DupFinder can be used.

**System Architecture.** DupFinder consists of a client-side component and a server-side component. The client-side component handles interaction with user (i.e., reporter) and communicates with the server-side component to retrieve relevant bug reports given a user query. A user query is a combination of the texts that appear in the summary and the description fields of a new bug report. The client-side component is added to the bug report entry page (i.e., the page where a user can enter the details of a bug that the user intends to report). The server-side component compares the user query with the existing bug reports and outputs a list of most similar reports.

**Algorithm.** Algorithm 1 shows the pseudocode of an algorithm for finding duplicate bug reports, which is implemented in the server-side component. It accepts as input a new bug report \( \text{NewBr} \), \( k \) most recently created bug reports \( \text{RecentReports} \), and number of most similar bug reports to return \( n \). The algorithm returns a ranked list of \( n \) bug reports in \( \text{RecentReports} \) that are most similar to \( \text{NewBr} \).

In lines 1-4, it concatenates the text in the summary and description fields of \( \text{NewBr} \), performs text preprocessing on the concatenated text, and creates a vector space model (VSM) representation (which is a vector of weights) from the preprocessed text. The detail of each of these steps is described in Section 2.2. In lines 5-9, it also performs text concatenation, text preprocessing, and constructs a VSM representation from the summary and description fields of each report in \( \text{RecentReports} \). In line 10, it computes the cosine similarity between the VSM representation of the new bug report and the VSM representation of each bug report in \( \text{RecentReports} \). In line 12, it then sorts bug reports in \( \text{RecentReports} \) based on their cosine similarity scores. Finally, in line 13, top-\( n \) bug reports with the highest scores are returned. By default, we set \( k \) and \( n \) to 100 and 5, respectively. Users might set \( k \) to a larger number to reduce the risk of not identifying duplicates of older bugs. Setting
Algorithm 1: FindDuplicate

Input: NewBr: a new bug report
RecentReports: k most recent bug reports
n: number of most similar bug reports to return

Output: top-n most similar bug reports

1. NewBrTokens ← Tokenize(NewBr.Summary, NewBr.Desc)
2. Remove stop words from NewBrTokens
3. Stem each word in NewBrTokens
4. NewBrVSM ← ConstructVSM(NewBrTokens)
5. foreach Br ∈ RecentReports do
   6. BrTokens ← Tokenize(Br.Summary, Br.Desc)
   7. Remove stop words from BrTokens
   8. Stem each word in BrTokens
   9. BrVSM ← ConstructVSM(BrTokens)
   10. Br.Sim ← CosineSimilarity(NewBrVSM, BrVSM)
6. end
7. Sort Br in RecentReports by Br.Sim
8. return top-n most similar bug reports

Figure 1: DupFinder User Interface

$\text{xerces does not validate namespace attributes}$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bug ID</th>
<th>Summary</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>DTD validator does not check namespace attributes</td>
<td>CONFIRMED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>[RFE] No way to create dropdowns in cells with API</td>
<td>RESOLVED FIXED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>min/max Inclusive/Exclusive out of bound errors not reported by the parser for the datatype long</td>
<td>CONFIRMED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79</td>
<td>DeferredAttrNSImpl namespaceURI fix can force null exception</td>
<td>RESOLVED FIXED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>Error in several JSP tests, written in XML, using taglibraries</td>
<td>RESOLVED FIXED</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following document is not valid according to XML 1.0. The $\text{xmns}$ attribute is not properly declared. However, $\text{xerces-J}$ incorrectly reports it as valid. As near as I can tell for the last several releases Xerces-J has not validated $\text{xmns}$ and $\text{xmns:prefix}$ attributes. This is incorrect behavior for $\text{schemas}$ but not for $\text{DTDs}$. In order to be $\text{DTD}-$valid, all namespace declaration attributes used in the document must be declared. They do not get any special exemptions from the rules of XML 1.0:

```xml
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<!DOCTYPE test [<ELEMENT test (#PCDATA)>]
```
Unsupervised Approaches. Runeson et al. use an information retrieval technique to identify duplicate bug reports [8]. Their approach uses vector space model to represent a bug report and compares representations of bug reports to identify bug reports that are similar to a new bug report. They develop a prototype tool and evaluate it on a corpus of defect reports from Sony Ericsson Mobile Communications. Sureka and Jalote propose a method which uses N-gram based model to detect duplicate bug reports and evaluate their technique on bug reports from Eclipse [11]. The work of Runeson et al. and Sureka et al. have never been compared against a common dataset and thus it is unclear which technique is the best performing one. Wang et al. extend the work by Runeson et al. to consider execution traces and show that by considering execution traces, duplicate bug report can be identified more accurately [13]. However, execution traces are often unavailable for many bug reports. In this work, we integrate the approach by Runeson et al. into Bugzilla bug tracking system and make our implementation available for public use.

Supervised Approaches. A number of supervised approaches work in the same setting as the above mentioned unsupervised approaches, that is given a new bug report, return a ranked list of bug reports that are most similar to it. Sun et al. build a discriminative model, which gives a score based on the probability of two reports being duplicate of each other and the score is used to retrieve similar bug reports [10]. Sun et al. extend their previous work by proposing a new information retrieval model based on BM25 whose weights are tuned based on a training data [9]. Nguyen et al. extend the work of Sun et al. by combining BM25 with a specialized topic model [7]. Other supervised approaches build a model based on a training data and use it to analyze a new bug report and predict if it is a duplicate bug report or not. Jalbert and Weimer predict duplicate bug reports using text similarity, surface, and clustering features [2]. Tian et al. extend this work by using more effective features (e.g., REP similarity measure, product, etc.) to achieve higher accuracy [12]. Another set of supervised approaches build a model based on a training data and use it to analyze a pair of bug reports and predict whether they are duplicate of each other or not. Lo et al. mine closed discriminative dyadic sequential patterns and use them to detect duplicate bug report pairs [5]. Alipour make use textual, categorical, and contextual features to detect duplicate bug report pairs [1]. Klein et al. and Lazar et al. extend Alipour et al. work by adding new features [3, 4].

Bugzilla Default Functionality. Bugzilla provides a default functionality that also recommends similar reports when a user enters a new bug report. However, the default implementation is only based on text in the summary field of bug reports and does not consider the frequency of words that appear in bug reports. Thus, our tool would rank the bug reports better if: (1) relevant texts are entered only in the description field of the new bug report, or (2) both duplicate and non-duplicate reports of the new bug report contain relevant words, but with different frequencies. Our tool replaces this default implementation with the technique proposed by Runeson et al. which uses state-of-the-art information retrieval techniques. Our goal is to make recent advances in the area of duplicate bug report detection accessible to practitioners.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Duplicate bug report detection has been actively researched for many years and thus many techniques have been proposed to solve it. However, they are currently not accessible to practitioners. In this work, we have developed a tool called DupFinder that implements a state-of-the-art unsupervised duplicate bug report detection technique proposed by Runeson et al. For good integration with an existing bug tracking system, we implement it as a Bugzilla extension. This allows DupFinder to be easily used in actual development environment. In the future, we plan to incorporate more state-of-the-art duplicate bug report detection algorithms that have been proposed in literature. We plan to add both unsupervised and supervised duplicate bug report detection approaches into DupFinder.
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